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THAT WHICH GROWS WILD:
16 TALES OF DARK FICTION
Equal parts of whimsy and weird, horror and heartbreak, That Which Grows Wild by Eric
J. Guignard is a collection of 16 short stories that traverses the darker side of the fantastic.
New York, NY, July 1, 2018— That Which Grows Wild collects sixteen dark and masterful short
fiction stories by award-winning author Eric J. Guignard. Equal parts of whimsy and weird, horror and
heartbreak, this debut collection traverses the darker side of the fantastic through vibrant and harrowing
tales that encounter monsters and regrets, hope and atonement, and the oddly changing reflection that
turns back at you in the mirror.
• In “The House of the Rising Sun, Forever,” a tragic voice gives warning against the cycle of opium
addiction from which, even after death, there is no escape.
• In “Dreams of a Little Suicide,” a down-on-his-luck dwarven man unexpectedly finds his dreams and love
in Hollywood as a munchkin for filming of The Wizard of Oz, but soon those dreams begin to darken.
• In “A Journey of Great Waves,” a Japanese girl encounters, years later, the ocean-borne debris of her
tsunami-ravaged homeland, and the ghosts that come with it.
• In “Last Days of the Gunslinger, John Amos,” a gunfighter keeps a decimated town’s surviving children
safe on a mountaintop from the incursion of ferocious creatures… until a flash flood strikes, and their
one chance may be to sail away on it.
Those and twelve other unforgettable tales are within these pages of That Which Grows Wild. Explore
within, and discover a wild range upon which grows the dark, the strange, and the profound.
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